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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
We in physical education have as our responsibility
the development of physical fitness among our youth.

There

are many and varied ways of insuring that students get the
vigorous activity they need each day.

The games and skills

program should make significant contribution to this purpose,
the remainder and majority of the task rests with the daily
conditioning program.
Io

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

The purpose of this study

is to determine the effects of two different methods of presenting conditioning programs on the physical fitness level
of ninth grade boys at Lincoln Junior High School.
The major subproblems to be dealt with are:

how

shall the physical fitness of the individuals and groups be
determined, how shall the conditioning programs be organized,
and how shall the data be treated.
Importance of the study.

If we are to accept the

premise that physical fitness is one of our most important
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goals in physical education, it is imperative that we
continually strive to create better methods of developing
this fitness.

Therefore, a secondary purpose of this study

is to examine some current methods of .fitness training for
our youth.
This study will present two methods of conducting
conditioning programs.

One program, organized as the

typical calisthenic period, will involve a set of exercises
designed to utilize all the major muscles of the body.

The

other program is referred to as the Circuit Training Program.
It contains exercises using similar muscle groups but presented in a unique manner, that of competition with oneself.
It is hoped that these programs will reveal the
effects of different methods of presenting exercises and the
benefits, if any, of one program over the other.
Limitations of the study.

For the purposes of this

study, two ninth grade classes of boys were used.

The

classes were approximately equal in number, Group A had
twenty students and Group B had eighteen.
grouped in any manner.

They had not been

Both classes received the same amount

of time each day in their exercise programs and engaged in
identical games and skills programs.

The duration of the
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experimental period was the same for both-groups, about
twelve weeks.

Only the scores of those boys enrolled for

the entire twelve weeks of the experimental program were
used in the final analysis of data.
Basic assumptions about the study.
should be assumed about this study.

Certain things

It was first assumed

that every boy tested on his physical fitness level would
exert maximum effort in order that his scores be as high
as possible.

Secondly, it was assumed that both groups

had been assigned exercises equal in severity and employing
the same muscle groups, and thirdly that both groups would
receive the same amounts of extrinsic motivation from the
instructor in testing situations as well as in the experimental programs.
II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Referral to the definitions below will aid the reader
in understanding the context of this thesis.
Activity program.

The activity program was inter-

preted as meaning the sum of individual and team sports,
skills, and rhytluns as prescribed by the physical education
course of study.
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Experimental period.

The experimental period shall

be interpreted as meaning the duration between the physical
fitness test at the opening of school, extending through
the time that the conditioning programs will be in effect
and ending with the physical fitness test given at the end
of the semester, the entire time encompassed being referred
to as the experimental period.
Extrinsic motivation.

During the experimental

period,~

both groups will be encouraged to work to capacity on fitness tests, games, skills, and performance tests.

This

encouragement is denoted in the term "extrinsic motivation,"
or motivation coming from external rather than internal
(intrinsic) sources.
Physical fitness.

McCloy and Young (12:127) define

physical fitness as
the type of fitness produced primarily by physical
training. . . . Persons who function physically
at high level of efficiency, are said to be 'in
good condition,' 'in excellent training,' or
'physically fit.'
Physical fitness level.

For purposes of this study,

how high a person scores on physical fitness tests is a
person's physical fitness level.

This term will be used to
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describe both individual and group scores and will be recorded in terms of percentile rank based on national norms.
Daily conditioning program.

Physical education is

taught daily to ninth graders at Lincoln.

Conditioning

exercises are performed daily for the first few minutes 0£
each class period.
III.

OVERVIEW OF REMAINDER OF THESIS

Chapter two of this study will present briefly the
course of events leading up to the present emphasis that
is placed on physical fitness.

The development of the

Presidents' Councils on Physical Fitness will be discussed
along with Operation Fitness--U.S.A., and the American
Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Youth Fitness Test Project.

The origin and development of

circuit training is included as well as related studies and
similar fitness programs.
Chapter three will explain the procedures of investigation, the evaluating instruments, the A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth
Fitness Test and how to administer the test.

The organi-

zation of the two experimental conditioning programs and the
duration of the experimental study comprise the remainder of
this chapter.
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Chapter four presents the results of the study and
the statistical analysis of data.
Summaries, conclusions, and further reconnnendations
are given in the final chapter.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I.

THE TREND IS PHYSICAL FITNESS

The emphasis on physical fitness that we are so
aware of at present is not a recent development, but is one
that has been with us for quite some time.

The most recent

surge of interest came about as a result of the research
findings of Hans Kraus.

However we can find evidence of

this trend at a much earlier time in our history.
Prior to World War I, the major objective of physical
education was the development of physical fitness.

Many

of the pioneer leaders in physical education were trained
in medicine and were attracted to the field because of the
potential health values of proper physical activity (6:4).
Studies of draft statistics in World War I revealed
that many men were turned down for military service because
they were physically unfit.

As a result there was a tremen-

dous increase in the number of physical education programs
in educational institutions.

Physical educators were util-

ized in the armed forces during World War II to direct
conditioning programs for military personnel (6:21-22).
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The Industrial Revolution.

The age of automation,

with technological advances and its laborsaving devices,
offered the American public a new way of life.

Half a

century ago the ordinary tasks of everyday life contributed
significantly to cardio-respiratory fitness.

In homes,

factories and farms, modern machines now supply the "muscle
power" for most jobs.

In a pamphlet entitled Physical

Fitness Facts, Dr. Robert Milliken, nobel prize winner in
science, was quoted as saying:
The age of invention brought the age of discovery;
the age of discovery brought the age of power; the
age of power has brought the age of leisure with
its many unresolved problems (14).
It is this reduction of muscular effort and shortened
working hours that has necessitated the present emphasis we
place on physical fitness.

Because the industrial revolu-

tion has so increased man's leisure time, we are confronted
with a new challenge, that of providing worthwhile and
vigorous activities for him to enjoy during this leisure
time (4:88).

The President's Council on Physical Fitness,

in conjunction with the Lifetime Sports Foundation have
produced a booklet concerning this matter (18).
The Physical Fitness Story.

Following World War II

there were several significant milestones which led to the
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present day stress on physical fitness.

Bucher collectively

terms these events the "Physical Fitness Story."

The

following is a version of that story emphasizing what the
author believes to be the major incidents of the story:
Kraus and Hirschland published an article in 1953,
entitled "Muscular Fitness and Health."

The article was

aimed at informing the American public about the poor physical condition of our youth in contrast to European children.
The research studies of Kraus and his associates have met
with much criticism but they accomplished the important
purpose of revitalizing interest in fitness.
President Eisenhower was alerted to these facts and
he subsequently requested that Vice-President Nixon convene
a luncheon of well-known sports figures to explore the fitness problem.
The President's Conference on Fitness of American
Youth was held at the Naval Academy in Annapolis on June 18th
and 19th, 1956.

The fitness problem was discussed in detail

by about 150 leaders in sports education, youth programs,
recreation, health and other related fields.

In September

of that same year the President's Council on Youth Fitness
was established by Executive Order.

Dr. Shane Maccarthy was

appointed Executive Director of the Council (4:249-250).
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The American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation launched an immense project in
1959 called Operation Fitness--U.S.A., headed by Louis E.
It was designed to encourage teamwork among edu-

Means.

cation, industry and business people in the fitness effort.
The A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test Project, which will be
discussed in detail later in the paper, became the first
nationwide sponsored program, through Operation Fitness-U. S.A.

Other programs to be added later were the Track

and Field Project, the "Lady Be Fit" project, Operation
Archery, and projects on sports skills and sports knowledge
(1:3-4).

As a special incentive to those participating in

the A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Testing program, special
motivational materials were prepared for distribution to
boys and girls who attained high fitness levels (2:10).
The President's Council .Q!! Physical Fitness.

Much

work has been done and many changes have taken place since
Bucher's "Physical Fitness Story."

The President's Council

on Youth Fitness has changed its title to The President's
Council on Physical Fitness.

The work of the Council was

expanded under President John F. Kennedy and is being
continued under President Lyndon B. Johnson.

With each new
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president there has also been a new Executive Director of
the Council.

Bud Wilkinson served in that capacity for

President Kennedy, Stan Musial directs the Council for
President Johnson (2:9).
The Council's goals are to urge all schools and
related groups to strive for quality health and physical
education programs emphasizing physical fitness.

Workshops

and clinics conducted by members of the Council educate
school personnel and acquaint them with various practices
advocated by the Council.

The Blue Book, Youth Physical

Fitness (16), contains a basic fitness program and a comprehensive health and physical education program and can
be obtained from the Council.

Other printed materials as

well as frequent television coverage encourage participation
in their activities (14).
II.

THE A.A.H.P.E.R. YOUTH FITNESS TEST PROJECT

Using the A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test as a basis
for comparison, Paul A. Hunsiker and Guy G. Reiff set out
to make a nationwide survey and comparison of the fitness
of American youth for the years 1958 and 1965.

The results

revealed that our youth are generally more fit than they
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were seven years ago, a salute to the ingenuity and enthusiasm of physical educators across the country.
The

~battery.

The A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness

Test was developed in Chicago in February of 1957 by
selected members of the A.A.H.P.E.R. Research Council.
Council members present at that meeting were Ruth Abernathy,
Carolyn W. Bookwalter, Anna S. Espenschade, Esther French,
Margorie P. Phillips, C. Etta Walters, Karl W. Bookwalter,
David K. Brace, Charles C. Cowell, Thomas K. Cureton, Authur
A. Esslinger, Paul A. Hunsiker, and Carl A. Troester (1:1).
The committee chose the following seven test items:
pull-up (modified for girls), sit-up, shuttle run, standing
broad jump, 50-yard dash, softball throw for distance, and
600-yard run-walk.

Also suggested were three aquatic test

items, although these are not in wide use because too few
school systems have swimming facilities.
In selecting the seven items for the test the committee considered the following criteria:

tests which were

reasonably familiar, tests which required little or no equipment, tests which could be administered to both boys and
girls, tests which could be given to the entire age range
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of grades five through twelve, and tests which measured
different components of physical fitness (2:8).
The first national fitness survey.

Conducted in

the years 1957-58, the survey was under the direction of
Dr. Paul A. Hunsiker, University of Michigan.

The

A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test Battery was used as the
instrument of evaluation.

The purposes of the survey were

to (1) determine the fitness level of our American school
children and (2) develop national norms· for future use.
A representative sample of American Youth, 8500
boys and girls in grades five through twelve, was selected
by the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan.
The sample schools were instructed in the directions for
administration of the test.

All test data was returned to

the University of Michigan where the scores were transcribed
to worksheets and punched onto IBM cards.

Percentile tables,

based both on age and on the Neilson-Cozens Classification
Index, were then determined for each of the test items.
The test and national norms were published by the
A.A.H.P.E.R. in September of 1958.

National Norms indicated

that our youth were not as fit as they should be.

It has

already been noted that these alarming results were cause
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for national concern, as demonstrated in the actions of
President Eisenhower

and President Kennedy and President

Johnson to follow (2:8-9).
The second national fitness survey.

During the next

five years to follow, many improvements and innovations
were made in physical education programs across the country
in an attempt to raise our fitness level.

The A.A.H.P.E.R.

set forth to develop new norms to determine differences
between the mean percentiles of the 1957-58 data and the
1964-65 data.

Dr. Hunsiker, the director of the first

survey, was again named director of the project.

Again

the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan
assisted in the study by drawing the sample to which the
test was administered, some 9600 boys and girls from 110
schools in the coterminous United States and 1602 pupils
from 18 schools in Alaska.
The same test items were used in the second survey
with the exception that the flexed-arm hang was substituted
for the modified pull-up in the girls' test (9:23-24).
According to the new norms, as determined by the
A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test, we are a more fit nation
than we were seven years ago when norms were first
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established.

In all but one test, marked increases were

noted; better performances were recorded for every test
with the exception of the seventeen year-old girls'
softball throw.
III.

CIRCUIT TRAINING

Very little has been written concerning Circuit
Training although in recent years this pattern of exercising
has become very popular with physical educators and coaches.
Selected articals, clinics, and workshops conducted in this
country and abroad have aroused much interest in this form
of training.

Much of the basic theory of Circuit Training

was developed in England at Leeds University.

Other in-

stitutions, in England and the United States have adopted
Circuit Training and by making certain adaptations have
suited it to their purposes (13:6).
Characteristics of Circuit Training.

Circuit

Training is a form of general fitness training based on
sound physiological principles which offers the student
varying activity and a continuous challenge (13:31).
Equipment and facilities can be utilized in such a manner
that large groups of students can be accomodated at one time,
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depending on the amount of space and equipment available,
and still receive the benefits of individualized instruction

(15:3).
Specifically, Circuit Training sets out to develop
all of the components of physical fitness:

strength,

muscular endurance and circulo-respiratory endurance.
Adaptations can occur in the circuit in order to develop
qualities desired for a specific activity, such as football
or gymnastics.
It is recognized that current weight-training methods
bring about little or no circulo-respiratory endurance.
Circulo-respiratory improvement can come about only when the
training is done at a near maximal level which makes continuous demands on the heart and lungs over a prolonged
period of time.

Circuit Training implements these purposes

(13:31-33).
In any type of fitness training the participant must
want to improve his fitness or he will not improve.

Some

boys and young men show little enthusiasm for the traditional
types of calisthenic exercises.
Circuit Training.

This is one advantage of

Most youngsters enjoy using the various

pieces of apparatus found in a gymnasium, parallel bars,
horizontal bar, rope, peg boards, barbells and other weight
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training machines.

However, these often are not utilized

until a specific unit of instruction is started.

Circuit

Training can easily be designed to involve these pieces of
equipment.

Therefore if the participants like what they

are doing, they are probably going to work harder, and
subsequently they will receive the benefits of their efforts.
How a circuit works.

There are various ways of

compiling and conducting a circuit but all circuits have
these characteristics in connnon:

they free the instructor

to work with individual students and the organization of the
activity allows the student to perform and progress at his
own rate.

The work load can be adjusted to meet the needs

of the individual student.

In group calisthenic work, ten

push-ups may be the maximum effort for one student while
another may not be taxed at all by ten.

The circuit makes

allowance for these individual differences.
One type of circuit has the students doing a minimum
number of repetitions of each exercise at a station during
a prescribed work interval time.

If they finish the minimum

number before the time interval is over, they continue to do
as many repetitions as they can in the time remaining.
the time has lapsed they move on to the next station.

When
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In a second method, the class is assigned a "Circuit
Time."

A student will do a minimt.nn nt.nnber of repetitions at

a station and move to the next station when he has finished.
If he has completed the circuit before the Circuit Time is
over, he starts over from the beginning and goes as far as
he can in the time remaining.

His goal is to work through

as many stations as possible.
A third way of conducting a circuit is to fix a
certain dose for each individual, usually half the nt.nnber
of repetitions he can do in thirty seconds, which he does
at his own rate before rotating to the next station.

In

the case of weight training, the weight dose is fixed according to how much he can lift in a rapid fashion.

In

this method a lap "target time" may be set and he tries to
reach this target time by reducing the amount of time he
spends at each station.
Sometimes allotting a grade to each circuit of
increasing severity will motivate the performers to' improve
their lap times.

Each grade of circuit can in turn be given

a color; e.g. Green Circuit (lowest grade), Black Circuit
(higher), and Red Circuit (highest grade).
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Whatever method is adopted, improvement in fitness
will be shown in the ability to do more work in a set time
or a set amount of work in less time.
From the writer's viewpoint, the circuit has definite
appeal to boys.

The following factors account for this

popularity:
1.

Every student receives a vigorous workout
in a short period of time.

2.

Each student works at a rate that is
well-suited for him.

He progresses at the

rate he is capable of if he has the desire
to progress.
3.

Each student knows exactly what he is going
to be required to do.

He is in competition

with no one except himself.
4.

Students enjoy the freedom of the circuit
and not being restrained by having to conform
to standards set for an entire class.

5.

Students find the circuit layout attractive.
The movement of the circuit adds variety
which would be missing in other means of doing exercises.

The apparatus envolved in

some circuits provides extra appeal.
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6.

A student can observe and easily assess his
own improvement in physical fitness as
evidenced by improved lap times, more repetitions in the work time interval, or
fitness tests given periodically (13:37-42).

The La Sierra Controlled Weight Training Circuit.
Stan Le Protti, formerly at La Sierra High School, Carmichael, California, has worked with Circuit Training for the
past few years.

He developed what he calls "The La Sierra

Controlled Weight Training Circuit."
All boys take twenty days of this circuit each year
of high school.

Following instruction on correct weight

training principles, the class is divided into squads and
each is assigned a starting station.
The verbal corrnnands for starting, stopping, and
rotating are recorded on tape.

The tape recorder is

utilized to run the circuit, thus freeing the instructor to
help and observe the students.

During the work interval

time, music can be inserted into the recording.

This

provides a variation and in some cases controls the rate at
which the exercises are performed.
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The weight load (amount of weight) is such that it
can be lifted in a rapid fashion for the specified work
interval time, whether it be ten, fifteen, twenty, twentyfive, or thirty seconds.

The work load can be increased at

the end of each week if so desired.

Therefore the circuit

is made more difficult by increasing both the work interval
time and the work load.
Le Protti also advocates straight exercise circuits
and circuits that utilize calisthenic exercises and apparatus.

The type of circuit developed will depend on the

facilities and equipment available as well as the ntnnber
in the class (11).
In a personal discussion with Mr. Le Protti, he
mentioned that he sees no reason why skill training can not
be incorporated into an exercise circuit.

For example, in

a straight exercise circuit, one station might be the
basketball goal.

The physical education instructor can give

instruction on the jtnnp shot or some other skill and then
have the student practice that skill during his time at
that station.
Morgan and Adamson (13:72) disagree with this procedure, stating:
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The introduction of skill training with its diverse
problems and special techniques would certainly
create such a distraction from the simple objectives
of Circuit Training as would spoil its whole
character.
They maintain that there are many other opportunities for the
development of skills.

The physical education instructor

should have only to concentrate on the fitness aspect of his
work during the circuit.
Regardless of the manner in which a circuit is conducted there are precautions to be taken.

There should not

be too great a preoccupation with the clock.

If speed of

exercise is emphasized too much, form will certainly break
down.

The performers should be instructed as to the values

of doing the exercise correctly and then be left on their
own to do them.

Much of the success of Circuit Training is

based on the students being honest with themselves and
working to a maximum effort without being pushed by a group
leader or instructor.

It has been found more successful to

cultivate pride in performance rather than pride in fast
time (13:73-74).
IV.

RELATED STUDIES

It has only been in recent years that Circuit
Training has been employed by physical educators.

Morgan
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and Adamson (13:24-30) performed an early experiment which
led to the formation of Circuit Training.

They discovered

that a circuit utilizing the apparatus normally found in
schools, along with straight exercise, could produce significant gains in strength, efficiency, and fitness indices.
Taylor, (17) using forty-two business men from the
Vancouver Y.M.C.A. conducted an experiment with Circuit
Training.

He divided the subjects into three groups and

trained them in the following manner.

One group worked

with a circuit, the second used a calisthenic program, and
the third acted as a control group (received no special
training.)

The Larson Muscular Strength Test and the Har-

vard Step Test were given to evaluate their fitness levels.
After an eight week experimental period, they were again
given the tests.

Both experimental groups showed sig-

nificant gains in the cardiovascular and muscular strength
tests, although there were no significant differences between the experimental groups.
Watt (19) also found that significant gains in
physical fitness levels could be achieved by using either
regular developmental exercises or Circuit Training.

His

subjects were thirty-eight students at the University of
Oregon.
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Howell, Hodgson and Sorenson (8:154-157) researched
at the University of Alberta.

Their two groups of seventeen

subjects each were equated on the basis of the Harvard Step
Test.

The experimental group used Circuit Training twice

a week for four weeks.

The control group participated in

the regular activity program of badminton and volleyball.
No special exercises were given the control group.

The

Harvard Step Test was again used as the evaluation instrument.

Over the four-week period, the experimental group

showed statistically significant gains while the control
group did not.

There were no significant differences when

comparing one group to the other.
Three experimental groups using varying Circuit
Training procedures and a control group with no exercise
program were closely matched on the basis of their scores
on three indices.

The groups were composed of boys fourteen

to sixteen years old from a North Vancouver junior high
school.

In one out of their four weekly physical education

periods they engaged in different training programs:

1)

interval Circuit Training, 2) conventional Circuit Training
with endurance running, 3) conventional Circuit Training
with games activity, 4) playing games only.
the different programs were studied.

The effects of

The most significant
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gains were made by the interval training group which used
progressive weight resistance along with endurance running
(3:387-392).

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES OF INVESTIGATION
The principal plan of the study was to contrast
the physical fitness levels of two groups of students who
had identical physical education programs exclusive of the
manner in which the conditioning programs were presented.
This necessitated pre-testing each group on their physical
fitness level at the beginning of the year, subjecting both
to the experimental programs, and then administering a
post-test at the end of the study so that changes might be
evaluated.
I.

INSTRUMENTS OF MEASUREMENT

It was decided in the Fall of 1965, that Lincoln
Junior High School would join Operation Fitness--U.S.A.,
sanctioned by the American Association for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation.

Therefore the A.A.H.P.E.R.

Youth Fitness Test Battery was used to evaluate the fitness
of that school's students.
A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test Battery.

This test

has been developed for national use and consists of seven
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basic items plus a swimming test.

There are norms available

for the test which cover boys and girls in grades five
through twelve.
swimming test.

Norms have not been established for the
There were no facilities available at

Lincoln for the swimming test so that part was not included
as a test item.

A manual containing explicit directions

for administration of each test item and percentile tables
for each was available from the A.A.H.P.E.R. and was used
as a tool for partial analysis of the test data.

Following

is a description of test items and what they measure •
Pull-up.

The purpose of this test is to measure

the strength of the upper arm and shoulder girdle.

The

student should use the overhand grasp, palms facing away.
From a hanging position, he should raise his body with his
arms until his chin can be placed over the bar.

He then

lowers his body to a full hanging position before he starts
his next pull-up.

The exercise is repeated as many times

as possible.
Sit-up.

The purpose of this test is to measure the

strength and endurance of the trunk flexor muscles.

The

student begins the exercise lying on his back, feet extended,
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and hands clasped behind his head.
feet secure during the exercise.

A partner holds his
The student sits up,

turning the trunk so as to touch one elbow to the opposite
knee.

He then returns to the starting position.

The next

sit-up is done by touching the other elbow to the opposite
knee.

The exercise is repeated, alternating sides, as many

times as possible up to one hundred.
Shuttle !J:!!!..

The purpose of this test is to test

speed and ability to change direction, as well as hand-eye
coordination.

Two parallel lines are marked on the floor

thirty feet apart.
one of the lines.

Two blocks of wood are placed behind
The student stands behind the other

line, facing the blocks.

On the signal "Go!" he races to

the blocks, picks up one and returns to the starting line
where he places it across the line.

He then returns to

pick up the second block which he carries back across the
starting line.

His time is recorded in tenths of a second,

the better of two trials being accepted.
Standing broad jump.

The purpose of this test is to

measure the explosive power of the leg extensor muscles.
The student assumes a half-squat position with his arms
extended backwards and his toes parallel and just behind
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the take-off line.
measure.

His feet should straddle the tape

The pupil jumps forward as far as possible.

His

score is recorded as the best distance in feet and inches
of his three jumps.
Fifty-yard dash.
measure speed.

The purpose of this test is to

The student stands behind a line fifty yards

from the finish line.

On a signal from the starter the

student runs the fifty yards, his time being recorded to
the nearest tenth of a second.
Softball throw for distance.

The purpose of this

test is to measure arm strength and skill and coordination.
The student stands six feet behind the restraining line and
after taking two or three steps toward the restraining line,
throws the softball as far as possible.

He attempts to

throw the ball down a tape measure placed on the throwing
area.

Students placed at intervals down the tape record

his score to the nearest foot.

He is allowed three trials,

his farthest throw is recorded.
Six hundred-yard run-walk.

The purpose of this test

is to measure the endurance of the cardiovascular system.
The football field was marked into a six hundred-yard
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running area.

Three students were tested at a time.

The

students ran, or walked when necessary, six hundred yards
and their times were recorded in minutes and seconds (1:5-14).
II.

ORGANIZATION OF TEST SITUATIONS

The following criteria were considered in the
organization of the testing situations.
Health status. Only those students who were physically able to participate in the regular physical education
classes were tested.
Pupil orientation.

Prior to taking the test, all

students were oriented as to the purposes of the test, the
procedure of taking the test, and the manner in which scores
would be recorded and reported to parents.
Dates of administration of tests.

The pre-test was

given the first week of school and the post-test was given
the week prior to Christmas vacation.
Materials needed.
were:

The materials needed for the test

"Test Manual " "Personal Fitness Record " "Class

'

'

Composite Record," chinning bars, softball, measuring tape,
stop watch, two blocks of wood, 2" x 2" x 4".
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Student helpers.

There were times during the admin-

istration of the test that necessitated the use of student
helpers picked from the class.

Their jobs included counting

sit-ups and pull-ups, marking the field for various tests,
and marking and recording distances on the softball throw.
III.

COLLECTION OF DATA

Recording scores.

Each individual's raw test scores

were recorded on the "Class Composite Record" (Appendix A)
at the time of administration of the test.

These were later

transferred to the "Personal Fitness Record" (Appendix B)
which utilizes a graph to plot percentile rank.

This graphic

picture is referred to as a profile and was marked each time
with a different color so that changes in the profile could
be easily discerned.

After each administration of the test

the cards were sent home with each student to be signed by
the parents and then returned, much the same as grade cards
are sent home.

In this way the parent could see the progress

the student had made in his physical fitness level.
Test scoring.

The seven test items were scored and

administered according to instructions given in the "Test
Manual" (1:5-14).

Scores earned on this test are recorded
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in terms of percentiles and can be compared to national
norms by referring to the appropriate tables in the manual.
These tables are based on age and on the Neilson-Cozens
Classification Index, the latter being used in this case
(1:15).

IV.

ORGANIZATION OF THE CONDITIONING PROGRAMS

Conditioning programs or exercise sessions have too
frequently been utilized as merely a warm-up period for the
games activity to follow.

Although warm-up is one purpose

of the exercise session, the development of muscular
strength, muscular endurance, and circulatory endurance
should also be accomplished by such a program.

The session

also offers excellent opportunity for assurance that all
have had the vigorous activity that is needed daily (7).
Calisthenics have long been used as a means for
developing physical fitness.

While some participate in

this form of exercise under the direct control of a physical
educator, others pursue calisthenic programs in their homes
as a direct result of newspaper and magazine articles or
television programs (3:393).
Other forms of developmental exercises include use
of gymnasium apparatus such as parallel bars, horse,
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horizontal bar, trampoline, climbing rope, peg-board,
chinning bars, overhead ladder, and wall parallel bars.
The use of selected apparatus coupled with certain
calisthenic exercises is the essence of the Circuit Training
Program to be discussed (7).
Circuit Training.

Group "A" participated in the

Circuit Training Program.

The circuit, consisting of eleven

stations, was set up in the gymnasium and on the stage as
shown in (Appendix C).

The stations were arranged around

the gymnasium and a running lane was provided between stations.

Each station was marked conspicuously with a

numbered card explaining the exercise to be done within
that area and the desired number of repetitions (goals).
Before the program was started, the class was
oriented as to the purposes of Circuit Training and procedures of using the circuit.

Every exercise was

strated and correct form emphasized.

demon~

Goals were set for

the class, reference being made to reconnnendations set
forth in "Physical Fitness for a Stronger America," (15)
a booklet explaining functions and directions for the use
of Circuit Training.

The class was then divided into

eleven squads and each squad was assigned a starting station.
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To begin each workout each student would report to
his starting station and would stand ready to be started.
On the signal "Ready ..• Go!" each of the performers would
begin the exercises, working independently of each other
and at his own speed.

He would complete the recommended

number of repetitions at a station and then jog to the
next numbered station.

He would complete as many stations

as possible in the time allowed.

If he finished the cir-

cuit, he would simply start over again.

At the end of eight

minutes the class would be stopped by the whistle.
For a time when the program was first begun the
students were asked to report the number of stations they
had completed; later on in the quarter, this practice was
discontinued.
The following paragraphs will give a description of
each of the exercises in the circuit and the recommended
number of repetitions for each.
Station .QQ& - Bench step. Stand in front of the
bleachers and place one foot on the seat and bring yourself
to an erect standing on the seat.

Lower the starting foot

to the floor and follow up with the other foot until you
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are in an erect standing position on the floor.
one trip.

This is

Complete twenty trips and jog to station two.

Station two - Upright rowing.

Hold the barbell, no

weights added, at full arms length in front of the body.
Pull the bar to the chin, holding elbows high.
starting position.

Return to

The recommended repetitions are ten.

Station three - Windmill and

1£.&.

Bend and twist

the trunk, touching the right hand to the left toe.
to the starting position.
side.

Return

Repeat the exercise to the other

Complete twenty repetitions and jog one lap.
Station four - Two hand curl.

Stand erect holding

bar, palms forward, in front of waist.

The action is to

curl the bar to the chest leaving elbows in contact with
the body.

Return to starting position.

Complete ten

repetitions.
Station five - Sprinter.

Assume a squatting position,

arms resting on the floor in front and one leg extended to
the rear.

Reverse the position of the feet keeping the head

up and the hips low to the floor.
of the feet; this is one trip.
to station six.

Again reverse the position

Perform twenty trips and jog
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Station six - Sit-ups and i2g.

Lie on your back

with your hands clasped behind your head.

Come to a sit-

ting position and touch your right elbow to your left knee.
Return to starting position.

Now touch your left elbow to

your right knee to complete one repetition.

The suggested

repetitions are twenty. Jog three laps.
Station seven - Pull-ups.

Grasping the bar with your

palms facing away from your body, take a full hanging
position.

Pull your body up using your arms until you can

touch your chin to the top of the bar.
hanging position.

Return to a full

Complete as many as possible.

Station eight - Squat thrust.

Take a squatting

position placing your hands on the floor in front.

The

action for this exercise is to extend your legs backward
until you are in a front resting position (beginning position for a push-up).

Return to a squat position and then

stand erect, hands on your hips.

Complete fifteen

repetitions.
Station nine - Side straddle hop and i2g.
erect with hands at your side.

Stand

Swing your arms upward to

the side of your body touching them overhead while at the
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same time moving your feet sideward and apart.
starting position.

Return to

Complete fifteen repetitions and jog

one lap.
Station ten - Standing press.

Hold a forty pound

barbell, palms facing away from your body, at shoulder
height.

Press the barbell over the head, completely ex-

tending your arms.

Return to the starting position.

The

suggested number of repetitions is ten.
Station eleven - Trunk twister.

The starting pos-

ition is standing erect, feet slightly spread and hands on
the waist.

Bend forward from the waist. Twist the trunk

of your body to the right.

Bend backward from the waist

and complete the action by twisting the trunk to the left.
Do ten trunk twisters starting to the right and then reverse
and do ten by starting to the left.
Leader-directed calisthenic program.

Group "B"

participated in the typical calisthenic program.

Exercises

were selected that were equally as stimulating and vigorous
in nature as those of the Circuit Training procedure.

The

class was also advised as to the purposes of each exercise
and proper form and technique of each.
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The students were assigned an exercise position and
following roll call, they would move to these positions in
an organized manner.

The exercises took the same time as

the Circuit Training, approximately eight (8) minutes each
class period.

Leadership responsibilities were rotated

among members of the class and the instructor.

The

following is the order of the exercises as they were
presented.
Item one - Side straddle hop.
Item two - Front bender.
Item three - Trunk twister.
Item four - Sprinter.
Item five - Push-ups.
Item six - Curl-ups.
Item seven - Squat thrust.
Item eight - Six-count burpee.
Item nine - Arm rotators.
Item ten - Jog.
Note:

The number of repetitions for each exercise

was increased gradually as it was evident that the condition
of the participants was getting better.
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V.

DURATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The time between the pre-test and the post-test
was twelve weeks during which time group "A" participated
in the Circuit Training Program and group "B" engaged in
the Leader-directed Calisthenic Program.

It must again

be emphasized that each class was envolved in their program
for only a portion of the class period, the remainder of
the period in both classes being used for the prescribed
games and skills instruction.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results of the study show that Group A, the
Circuit Training group, made greater gains in percentile
means that did Group B, the calisthenic group.
of this can be found in Table I.

Evidence

It should be noted that in

five out of the seven test items, Group A had the greater
gains.

In no case did their post-test percentile means drop

below the pre-test; Group B dropped in two tests, the situps and the softball throw.

To further clarify this point,

reference can be made to Figures 1-4, profiles that graphically illustrate changes that occurred during the experimental period.
An observation of the profiles also shows where
these students place in national averages.

In all test

items but the fifty-yard dash, both groups scored above the
national mean of fifty.
The results of the pre-test indicated that the groups
were statistically equal with one exception.
significantly higher on the sit-up test.

Group B scored

The mean score of

98.72 was converted to a "t" of 2.27, significant at the
.05 level of confidence (TABLE II).

TABLE I
PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST SCORES FOR GROUPS A AND B
SHOWING GAINS IN PERCENTILE MEANS

Test Item

Pull-ups

Shuttle
Run

87.40
95.55
+7.15

63.40
77.95
+14.55

55.00
68.50
+13.50

98.72
97.17
-1.55

62.22
71.10
+3.88

53.11
72.83
+19.72

Sit-ups

Standing
Broad Jump

50-Yard
Dash

Softball
Throw

600-Yard
Run-walk

63.60
76.00
+12.10

38.20
38.35
+.15

57.75
65. 20
+7.45

75.60
83.95
+8.35

73.56
79.56
+6.00

35.28
40.83
+5.55

68.44
65.33
-3.11

79.00
86.78
+7.78

GROUP A
Pre-test
Post-test
Gain
GROUP B
Pre-test
Post-test
Gain

.J:'1'.'-'
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TABLE II
GROUPS A AND B ON PRE-TEST
Test Item

tin

II

t"

Sit-ups

4.98

2.27

Pull-ups

9.30

.41

Shuttle run

8.07

. 23

Standing broad jump

5.33

1. 87

50-Yard dash

7.27

.40

Softball throw

8.19

1.31

600-Yard run-walk

6.80

.50

Significance

.05
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A comparison of the pre-test and post-test scores
for Group A yielded the following information.

In all tests

they increased their percentile means, notably in pull-ups,
shuttle run, and the standing broad jtnnp.

The percentile

mean for pull-ups was increased from 63.40 to 77.95; shuttle
run increased from 55.00 to 68.50; and the mean for the
standing broad jtnnp was increased from 63.60 to 76.00.

The

mean increase for the standing broad jtnnp, with a "t" of
2.17 was significant at the .OS level of confidence (TABLE
III).
Similar results were discovered in the pre-test--posttest comparison of Group B.

They increased their mean of

53.11 in the shuttle run to 72.83.

The "t" of 3.37 was

statistically significant at the .01 level (TABLE IV).
After a twelve week interval, during which time they
participated in their respective conditioning programs, the
two groups were again tested.

Group A increased their per-

centile means in all test items.

Group B increased their

percentile means in five out of the seven tests.

Their

pre-test mean of 98.72 in the sit-up test dropped to 97.17.
Likewise, the pre-test mean of 68.44 dropped 3.11 percentile
points to 65.33 in the softball throw.
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It is also interesting to note that the two types of
training had an effect on the various test items.

Group A,

the Circuit Training group made the greatest gains in the
test items that required muscular strength and endurance.
Group B, the calisthenic group made their greatest gains
in the test items that required speed and agility.
The final analysis of the data indicated that the two
groups were statistically equal; there were no significant
differences in any of the test items (TABLE V).

Thus, the

null hypothesis was accepted that regardless of the types
of training they received, there would be no significant
differences between the two experimental groups.
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TABLE III
GROUP A PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

d'n

"t"

Sit-ups

5.84

1.22

Pull-ups

9.18

1.58

Shuttle run

7.60

1.78

Standing broad jump

5.71

2.17

50-Yard dash

5.95

.03

Softball throw

7.84

.95

600-Yard run-walk

6.79

1.23

Test Item

Significance

.05
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TABLE IV
GROUP B PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

tin

"t"

Sit-ups

2.25

.69

Pull-ups

8.81

.44

Shuttle run

5.85

3.37

Standing broad jump

5.71

1.05

50-Yard dash

7.35

.76

Softball throw

8.85

.35

600-Yard run-walk

4.47

1. 74

Test Item

Significance

.01
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TABLE V
GROUPS A AND B ON POST-TEST

tin

II

Sit-ups

3.78

.69

Pull-ups

8.61

.80

Shuttle run

5.18

.84

Standing broad jump

6.06

.59

50-Yard dash

6.05

.41

Softball throw

8.53

.02

600-Yard run-walk

4.61

.61

Test Item

t"

Significance

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I.

SUMMARY

The purpose of the study was to determine the
effects of two conditioning programs on the physical fitness
level of ninth grade boys.

The A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness

Test was administered in the early fall to ascertain the
subjects' present physical status.

Raw scores were con-

verted to percentiles based on national norms.
For twelve weeks the two experimental groups participated in their respective conditioning programs: 1) Circuit
Training and 2) mass calisthenics.
Following twelve weeks in their conditioning programs,
the national test was again utilized to evaluate the subjects' physical condition.

The pre-test and post-test scores

were used to compute the mean differences and the standard
error of the difference.

The ultimate task was to compute

Fisher's "t", in order to determine any statistically significant differences between the two experimental groups.
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II.

CONCLUSIONS

Significant changes in some aspects of fitness were
noted within each group.

A comparison between pre-test

and post-test data showed that the Circuit Training group
increased significantly in the standing broad jump.

The

calisthenic group increased significantly in the shuttle
run.
Both training methods appear to have done an adequate
job of either maintaining or improving physical fitness
levels.

Both groups scored well above the national mean in

all test items with the exception of the 50-yard dash.

It

appears unlikely that one method can increase physical
fitness more than the other, although an examination of
data shows that isolated test items were affected by one
program or the other.
III.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are recommendations to be considered:
1.

The A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test, or another valid
test should be given physical education students at
least twice a year to determine physical fitness
levels.
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2.

The results of these test should not only be used to
enlighten students, parents, and administrators,
but also should be considered in program planning
and curriculum revision.

3.

The exercise portion of the physical education period
should not be used merely as a warm-up period but
should develop the components of physical fitness.

4.

Circuit Training lends itself to all-around development
of muscular strength, muscular endurance, and circulatory endurance.

In contrast to formal mass

calisthenics, Circuit Training provides motivation
and opportunity for an individual to develop at his
own rate.
program.

It merits a place in the physical education
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PERSONAL DATA
Trial 1

Trial 2

Exponent*

Exponent*

Age (in months)
Height (in inches)
Weight
Sum of Exponents*
Class*
Trial 1

Trial 2

Date

Date

Score

Percentile*

Score

Pull-Up (Boys)
Flexed Arm Hang (Girls)
Sit-Up
Shuttle Run
Standing Broad Jump
50-Yard Dash
Softball Throw
600-Yard Run-Walk
*See tables in A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test Manual.
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CIRCUIT TRAINING LAYOUT
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FORMULAS USED FOR ANALYSIS OF DATA

